Abstract-Traditional
INTRODUCTION
Image has become a main way to information dissemination. People can acquire a wide range of image data through real life easily. According to some statistics, the information people get from vision is about 80 percent of the total information they get, visible information is intuitionist and reliable. This proverb: one picture is worth a thousand words, clearly reflect graphical unique attributes in information perception. In addition, because of the different imaging pattern and imaging mechanism, the original images contain lots of different types of noise. Noise can severely interrupt people's visual feeling and the mood condition, and decrease image understanding. The extreme condition is so much noise that the image produce distortion, which make storage lost their meaning. It is clear that image denoising is necessary tool to achieve image information. So images de-noising play an important role in improving the image quality.
Images are easy to be polluted by all kinds of noise in its acquisition, transmission or preservation which degrades the quality of original images and has unfavorable influence in the following edge detection of image processing and analysis, feature extraction. Big noise is more likely to cause false rejection and false detection of the structural information, even might have distorted or misunderstood the image content. That is to say, the image de-noising is used to the preprocessing of images before the processing, which can protect the details of the texture information effectively. Traditional de-noising methods is mainly according to the different spectra characteristic between noise and image information. the point-spread function is used to smooth image, i.e. Gaussion smoothing. These de-noising algorithms for a class of smooth regional are very effective. Because noise and edge of image are high frequency signal, it is difficult to distinguish between noise and edge, which make the image details blurred. To achieve much better noise suppression with minimum edge blurring, traditional de-noising processes adopt mathematical morphology. Mathematical morphology is an important element of digital image processing, and it provides for the realization of image processing very powerful method.,which it can effective extract principal features of the signal and repress the noise. The ability of suppress noises bears on the size of structural elements, at the same time single structural element can only have the effect of the geometric feature, other feature and noise are removed together.
According to better energy concentration of image content, sparse signal representation is used to process image with fixed kernels and adaptive kernel. Image can be represented as a linear combination of few fixed function in the fixed kernels. Generally, the image information is mainly distributed in the low frequency domain, whereas noises are in the high frequency part. According to the distribution property of noise and image signal. That is, using a soft threshold to remove noise components from the coefficients of noisy image. The performance of the algorithm is related to threshold selection. Small threshold has very weakly noise suppression capabilities, which can maintain the edge texture characteristic. Big threshold has great interference suppression ability, but Pseudo-Gibbs artifacts is emerged in the edges of the image. To overcome the Pseudo-Gibbs, BM3D improve sparsity on the basis of the combination of spatial neighborhood and pixel neighborhood. The fixed kernel is built in the case of the noise variance. Since the covariances are not known in practice, all the image content cannot be sparsely represented with a few fixed function. In order to overcome the deficiencies of the fixed kernel, self-adaptive achieve the kernel function of a representational content. Main signal is efficient represented by using these function in the noisy image, and then reached de-noising effects. The ability of restraining noise and preserving edge relate to the selections of the functions, while the selections is only optimal in the sense of linear minimum variance with no regard for the space structure feature.
The noise images have greater pixel values changes than the no-free image. Traditional Total Variation algorithms build a de-noising model adopted 1-norm to measure data approximation based on Image structure information.The algorithm makes an assumption that the pixels locate the edge. Iterations are made by the 4-neighborhood gradient magnitude to image de -noising. This algorithm pays no attention to directional and edge information, which lead to the inability to suppress noise sufficiently in smoothness area, even appear the false edges and the staircase effect. In order to inherit edgepreserving in TV and make up for lack of the algorithm,a novel de-nosing method based on direction Total Variation is introduced, on the basis of the combination of the gradient magnitude and orientation. Firstly, gradient magnitude and direction in image are analyzed based on the optical theory of edge; Secondly, the pixels are divided into edge regions and non-edge regions by gradient magnitude. In the edge regions, the 4-neighborhood pixels nearer the edge are selected based on gradient orientation, while select the space 4-neighborhood pixels in non-edge regions. Finally, the iterative function of Total Variation is analyzed in conjunction with pixel gradient in 4-neighborhood. Experimental results show that the method not only preserves edges and important details effectively, delete the false edges and have good smooth result in smoothness area, but also improves the PSNR and visual effect of de-noising images. Unfortunately the algorithm is not very suitable for weak edge and texture.
II. NOISE CLASSIFICATION
Image de-noise is a process of removal noise from the noisy image, based on various kinds of filtering model, such as traditional filtering, wavelet, or partial differential equation and so on. Image de-noising belongs to the image preprocessing stage from the view of image analysis's flow, and belongs to the image restoration from the view of the digital image processing technology. The main performances are as follows:
The de-noising really is the basis of image recognition and analysis. And in general the original images contain lots of different types of noise, which noise can severely interrupt people's visual feeling and the mood condition, and decrease image understanding.
Image de-noising can not only improve the accuracy of vision-based recognition, but also is reliable for further processing. It is necessary to process features extraction, matching method or image fusion and so on in noisy image.
The study of image de-noising can promotes the improvement of performance in other processing steps.
In either image processing system, there are some noise problems in every link that contain the signal acquisition, processing, sending or transmitting and so on, which the image quality can be degraded. The probability of false detection in image segmentation is greater than 0.5% when PSNR is below 14.2dB, and error estimate of parameter is also greater than 0.6%. So study on image de-noising has significance for theories and applications.
According to statistical mechanics, the stationary noise produce probability distributions that are constant in time, whereas it is non-stationary noise. According to statistical of amplitude distribution, probability density functions contain the type of Gaussian, Rayleigh and Impulse. According to the effect of noise on signal or mathematical relationship of image, it can be classified into multiplicative noise and additive noise. Among these, the multiplicative noise includes Gauss noise and saltand-pepper noise. Additive noise Generally speaking, additive noise. is produced by the signal source and shown on output.
The image signal add with noise signal, which the feature is   , n x y is independent of the input signal. Multiplicative noise Multiplicative noise has modulating effect on image.
where the output is the superposition of these two parts in brief, the second item affected by   , f x y . The more the   , f x y is, the more the second item is. That is to say, noise is modulated by the image signal, such as the quantum noise, Granulation noise, etc. If the noise and the gray change are small, the second item also is small, which the multiplicative noise can approximately be considered as additive noise.
Through above analysis, may see the vast majority of image noise can be regarded as a normal distribution with mean zero, different standard deviation. the multiplicative noise can approximately be considered as additive noise when the noise and the gray change are small.
3) Pepper-salt noise The pepper-salt noise, also known as impulse noise, is a model of random white or black point, which is usually due to a camera sensor ,transport channel or decoding, etc. The PDF is given by ()
where,z denote the gray value. If b>a, gray value b will appear as a light dot in the image. Conversely, level a will appear like a dark dot. If either a P or b P is zero, the impulse noise is called unipolar.
III. ORIENTATION EXTRACTION IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
According to the optical theory of forming the image edge, we can see that the noncontinuous gray grade result in form the edge. In this paper, we can use the Spatial gradient amplitude ( , )
I x y
 to describe the pixel value changing speed based on the principle. and the edge points is the maximum in local gradient, so adopt the very characteristic of edge to determine whether the pixel point lie on the edge based on the nonmaximally suppression principle. The gray value of spatial 4-neighborhood of pixels in non-edge regions has been slower to change, that is to say there are he larger correlation, so the linear representation of the 4-neighborhood pixel is used to show the gray value. These changes are small in the edge. In order to remove noise, at the same time the edge of image can be preserves, so the linear representation of the edge neighborhood pixel is used to show the gray value in the edge. We can use the gradient direction to get neighborhood pixel in the edge based on changing slowly for gray value in the edge(except for corner), as follows 
In addition, the edge direction is always perpendicular to the direction of the gradient in the 4-neighborhood(the eight-direction ) 
The neighborhood of the edge pixel need to get pretty close to edge pixel, edge points are smoothed along the the direction of edge. In other words, the method not only reduces noise but also preserves edge information.
IV. DE-NOISES MODEL IN THE ORIENTATION NEIGHBORHOOD
The image de-noising is all very fundamental and an important complicated issues in image analysis understanding. On the other hand, the de-noising comes with the loss of edge information on image details, while the edge is an important parameter which characterizes the image content. Therefore it is vital to maintain more edge information in the process of de-noising. let assume the original clear input signal () I x to produce a degraded image 0 () I x , the model has the following formulation:
where () nx is a centered Gaussian noise with known variance 2  and the noise components are independent.
The noise exacerbates the pixel change, which lead to overall gradient changes bigger than the original clear image. In order to remove noise and preserve edges, Traditional Total Variation algorithms build a denoising model adopted 1-norm to measure data approximation based on Image structure information, as follows 
the a new energy functional is more easily analyzed by using the descent algorithm, we get the following the Eulerian-Lagrangian equation.
Based on the analysis of the pixel pixel  and the orientation S , the Equation (9) 
The noisy image contains the detail of the image. The pixel value of the noisy image 0 I  and orientation neighborhood are adopted in the Equation (10), so it does not cause blurring of the edges of features. Iteration terminates if the Equation (11) is fulfilled, as follow. 
This paper has presented Total Variation Image Denoising Bases on the orientation neighborhood, which make edge pixels tend to spread from edge directional and non-edge pixel along with spatial 4-neighborhood. The process is as follows:
The gradient magnitude and directional of the pixel are calculated by Equations (1)-(4).
Adopt the very characteristic of edge to determine whether the pixel point lie on the edge based on the nonmaximally suppression principle. if so, the edge directional is vertical direction of the gradient and get orientation neighborhood. Instead, the orientation neighborhood is spatial the 4-neighborhood of pixel.
The diffusion pixel values are calculated by Equations (10) .
Repeat steps 1-3 until the termination condition of the algorithm is met.
This processing flow is shown in Figure 2 , as follow:
The proposed algorithm use iteration model as an approximation of the original clear image, the pixel value is changed after iteration. So the gradient magnitude and directional of the pixel are recalculated and updated for each iteration. With the increasing of iterations, the orientation neighborhood will be very exactly, so the result is more resemble real-life images. proposed algorithm is higher than Traditional Total Variation algorithms, BM3D and Wavelet algorithm. In the the visual effects, TV and BM3D have the edge preserving property, while the wavelet algorithm exist the problem of edge blurring of varying degrees. The smooth region has the residual noise using the traditional Total Variation algorithms, while the result of the BM3D is blur, which decreases the contrast of images in some degree. The proposed algorithm reduces the residual noise, cause the reduced edge blurring. The total quality of the processed image is better, the visual effect of the image has been enhanced. But the tiny edge and texture are removed as noise in complex texture, so the excessive smoothing exist in the texture region processed by the proposed algorithm (in Fig. 3-4b ) 
VI. CONCLUSION
Traditional Total Variation algorithms make an assumption that the pixels locate the edge. This algorithm pays no attention to directional and edge information, which lead to the inability to suppress noise sufficiently in smoothness area, even appear the false edges and the staircase effect, which cause blurry edge. In order to inherit edge-preserving in TV and make up for lack of the algorithm,a novel de-nosing method based on direction Total Variation is introduced, on the basis of the combination of the gradient magnitude and orientation. The diffusion of the edge point along with 4-neighborhood is changed in traditional Total Variation algorithms, which make edge pixels tend to spread from edge directional. That is to say, this will ensure maximum smoothness in edge directional and minimum in vertical direction. The result of the experiment validate that the de-noising algorithms based on direction neighborhood Total Variation effectively resolves disadvantages of Traditional Total Variation algorithms, has a faster convergence rate, and realize the compromise with denoising and edge preserving, greatly improves the objective level and the subjective visual impression.
